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The beginning/The end
I am quite often asked, ‘Do Kit and Alice get back together, after the end of the book?’ It would be very easy to 
supply the answer – my answer. But if I did, then I might as well have written it at the end of the book. There 
would be no more wondering about it. 
And it is the wondering, about whether or not they ‘should’ be together, and why it is that we might want them to 
be together, that is (to me) a place of interest in the novel – in fact it was the its starting point for the novel.
Because they Kit and Alice are never really are together. The gulf between them, in terms of mutual recognition 
and understanding, is much greater at the beginning of the book than it is at the end. They are trying to feel unit-
ed; they look convincing; they want to be together; we want them to be – we imagine they are. But they’re not.
They have fallen in love, as we tend to do, with the applauding, adoring parts of the other – the easy bits. In the 
book they snatch at these remembered scenes and sensations. But (by the time the book begins) there is a funda-
mental untruth between them: Alice wants the baby, Kit does not. Her feelings seem to trump his; he is muted. 
With pregnancy, there is no compromise – as Alice says, ‘you either are or you aren’t; there’s nothing in between’ 
– and so they go on.
But now it is pretending. They decide to ignore their disunity – like continuing to use a cracked plate – but Bones 
does not. She notices that a gap has opened up on the pavement in between them, and she walks there. And that is 
where the book begins.

Isolation and nearness
At first, the crack which appears is only wide enough for Bones, but the crash breaks Alice and Kit apart. From 
here on their experiences are separate, regardless of their physical proximity. Alice might as well be unconscious 
even when she is conscious – she is no more available to Kit back in London than she was when trapped in the 
car.
In fact it is in London that they are at their most isolated. In the kitchen, when Kit tells Alice that his father likes 
to separate people, they have already become strangers. Tod (ever the designer) has even redesigned Alice, and 
now he appropriates her altogether.
Kit and Alice are most together (closest in understanding) when they are miles apart. After searching for Bones 
for a week, Alice telephones Kit. Although they are separated, it is daybreak in both places; the same dawn for 
both. 
For the first time Alice makes a direct appeal to Kit, straight from her heart. Kit may be far away, but he is 
touched; he gives a genuine and wholehearted response. They connect. This is not ‘in love’, but it is the most l 
oving moment between them.

Rescue
Everyone has a go at rescuing Alice. Kit wants to be her hero and save her from the car wreck. Emmy tries to 
save her with spaghetti carbonara and an episode of Friends. Iona offers her Trebartha.
But only Alice can choose to save herself, or not. She is kept alive – Karim finds her in the desert; Kit discovers 
her in the shower; Jory carries her in from the field – but only to continue her existence. At these moments she is 
unconscious; passive. In the end she alone must make the decision, and act upon it. 
When she finishes burying Bones she stands up, alone again: ‘everything that was not Bones came flooding 



back into her head in a torrent’. (The vase which was carelessly knocked over that night beside the Dead Sea is 
righted and refilled.) Here is reality; now she must choose what to do with it. Her reaction – self-preservation –  
is (at last) instinctive. She wraps her arms around herself for comfort and sets off for home.
After his party, Kit (whom Rob finds squatting in the house, the two goldfish dead in the bowl,) is on the brink. 
But Rob arrives in the nick of time and Kit is rescued by the business of (Rob’s) family life, which has no time to 
stop – or even pause – for him. 
At first he tries to keep himself separate but he discovers to his surprise that he does not feel special, he feels left 
out. But if he wishes to be included, he must contribute. Charlotte, in particular, doesn’t see the point of him  
unless he starts trying. Her logic is unanswerable: people are not like ants; they are people. She makes his  
perspective feel silly. He begins to make efforts to participate and is hugely gratified when his efforts pay off: 
Charlotte takes his hand as they cross the road together.

The natural, the unnatural and the fake
Alice’s three encounters with the sea are moments of particular resonance. In the first she floats on the surface of 
the Dead Sea. In Cornwall she sits behind the cliff’s edge and wishes she could dissolve and become indistinct 
from the rock and water she sees below her. Finally, when she swims with Emmy and Jory, she first battles with 
the water and then surrenders to it. She abandons all her struggles, uncurls her body ‘as if she were opening her 
fist’, and lets the water support her. After this swim, she gets home to find Bones gone.

Home
Alice’s search for a home is straightforward: her parents sold hers and moved away; she wants a home and a 
family of her own. In her state of crisis she wishes for a home like a box (an attic; a caravan) into which she can 
shut herself and Bones.
But Kit’s situation is more complex. He appears to have a home – a very nice one which he loves. In fact he 
depends on it; he is mistrustful of ‘abroad’ (by which I mean of anywhere but home). He likes to be in his house 
where everything remains in its rightful place. It is only when we learn his parents’ history that we discover why: 
when both his parents left he stayed at home, and everything was just about OK.
When things do go wrong abroad, Kit retreats. He imagines that if only Alice were to leave, everything would 
go back to normal. He is slow – reluctant – to realise that his hideout is not a refuge from what is wrong, it is an 
extension of Tod’s reach. As long as Kit is living there the ‘wrong things’ will live there too.
When Alice points this out to him (in Cornwall) he takes offence: ‘you’re just calling me a big baby who never 
grew up’. But she is right.
Alice leaves him, taking Bones; the house is sold; Tod’s belongings are removed, and Kit locks all his own per-
sonal effects – all his kit, even his passport – into self-storage. But he still feels himself besieged. He retreats still 
further, into the attic, but unless he can find a way to put his actual self into self-storage he is going to need some 
help: he cannot start to become Kit until he steps outside his father’s house. Fortunately, help arrives in the form 
of Rob, Naomi and Charlotte, and he is successfully ‘rehomed’.

Kit & aesthetics
Alice is sensitive to the natural – the sea, the weather, the woods. Kit is highly sensitive to aesthetics. He was 
taught a strict code by his father – no ugly, bright toys were allowed – and in the absence of any actual parent-
ing, he has clung to it. (In one draft of the book Kit, as a small boy, played in the kitchen cupboard with the 
colourful packets of cereal and tins of beans.) To Kit the unforgivable part of the affair with Rosie was that Tod 
had been keeping, all that time, a colourful toy for himself. 
Kit is not possessive about people – he expects them to leave him. He does not cling to Alice (or, for that matter, 
to Bones). He predicts that Alice will be taken away by Tod – that is just what people do.
Instead, he invests all his trust in beauty – he is unnaturally precious about his possessions, and what is  
unpleasing to his eye discomfits him on a fundamental level. The ingenious fakery of the hotel beside the Dead 
Sea unsettles him; he is not taken in by the costume greenery of the industrial ‘park’. His portraits are brilliant 
appreciations of faces, but say nothing of character. 
He has to readjust his settings. At his most tightly wound – his least in touch – just the idea of a mug fills him 
with horror. But when Naomi brings him coffee (after he has left Tod’s house) he finds he doesn’t care what it 
comes in. Home comfort used to mean (according to his code) everything beautiful, and nothing out of place. 
Now that everything is out of place, including him, it is only the bringing of the coffee that seems important.



Bones
Bones is just an ‘old yellow lurcher’ whom no one would steal, but to Alice she becomes everything. When Alice 
is hiding her feelings from others, or detached from them herself, Bones is the expression of her state of mind. 
Bones will tolerate attention but she does not socialise – she simply stands still and pretends to be invisible until 
she is left alone. In the bedroom (when Alice is having lunch with Tod) Kit finds Bones stretched out on the bed 
like a corpse. Alice is surprised by Bones’s delighted greeting of Kit when he arrives in Cornwall by taxi – it 
might be that she is surprised to see her own (undetected) feeling given expression. 
Alice has been so self-involved that she has forgotten that Kit is loveable*. It is at this point – on the grass beside 
the caravan – that Alice begins to ‘see’ Kit properly, in a way that she has not before ( – not ever). 
Open for once (thanks to the Ecstasy), Kit tells her a few things about his childhood. Alice is perceptive and 
thoughtful with her responses. For the first time she extends her thoughts and consideration towards him as a 
whole, separate person: Kit. Prior to this she has only seen him in relation to her – as her boyfriend from whom 
she expects to receive (love, security, home & baby). Here she gives, and she feels the reward of having achieved, 
for a moment, a true and proper intimacy.
But she is misunderstood – it is a false dawn. Kit leaves (after making a few perceptive comments of his own); 
Bones runs after him; Alice has to hold her back. Bones is confused, and so is Alice. She has been surprised both 
by feelings she did not know she had, and by how much Bones loves Kit.
Of course, Bones occupies another role: she takes the place of Alice’s little Bean, after she miscarries. Alice 
becomes Bones’s loving parent, thinking often of how Bones is – whether she is cold or hungry – and making sure 
that Bones is warm, dry and well-fed. She would never dream of treating Bones in the cruel way that she treats 
herself – starving her; shutting her away from the people who love her; forcing her to struggle on for mile after 
mile when she is exhausted, soaking wet and hungry.
Bones disappears when Alice surrenders herself to the sea. Now that Alice is a part of the world again, willing 
and able to express herself, there is no need for Bones. Searching for Bones is torture, but when Alice buries 
Bones she is matter-of-fact about it: she is burying the dog, and once it is done, she is done with it. The dog is 
dead; her feelings are alive.

*And also that he is loving: he is kind to Bones and he respects her likes and dislikes – he lets her be. But  
of course one of the things Kit likes about Bones is that, as he notes, she isn’t any trouble. Patrick in fact  
recommends Bones to Kit by saying, ‘you won’t know she’s here’.

Blame
There is no blame in the book, only the sensation of it that is felt by Kit and Alice – but they both have mistaken 
self-reproach for blame. Iona is right (and she means it) when she says, ‘It’s no one’s fault.’ What Kit hears – 
when he feels blamed – is his own, punishing voice; Alice is tormented by a tyrant of her own creation.
The other characters love and sympathise with them both because they see the accident (and what comes after) 
for what it is: a tragic event (to which Kit and Alice react according to their different natures). As soon as Kit and 
Alice are able to see it as such, they can begin to feel for one another. Self-reproach has been wedged between 
them and when it goes, there is room for sympathy.




